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Cheryl Jacobs had a normal childhood, for the most part. Her journey from the Darkness to

Enchantment is about her time as a fashion model, dancer and actor and how she was able to

finally find her dream career doing kid's parties. As a young mother, Cheryl made some mistakes

but changed them around. Her beauty and intelligence took her on great adventures. Learn about

her relationships strategies and how she now runs multiple business with huge success. Cheryl is

the Owner of Kid's Party Characters and her national company is now hosting parties for kids all

over the USA. Cheryl is also a lover of the flight and has her license to fly!
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I chose this rating ,because it's raw and very real, with no holds barred.I can relate to her in so

many ways,abuse, getting involved with the wrong kind of men,making bad life choices & so on.I

feel her pain and excitement in life & I just can't stop reading. The more i read, the more interested I

become in her life story & I feel like I'm right there along with her.Her tips on what not to do & do in



life I find very interesting & relatable , lots of things I wish others would have told me, that could

have saved me a lot of heart ache & going no where fast.Ms. Jacobs holds no bars & is very

straight to the point and I applaud her for that. Nothing is sugar coated. It's raw & in your face.This is

truly inspirational , to see where she started to where she is now, that with the right mindset, Ms.

Jacobs pulled herself by the bootstrap & said enough is enough already , & made positive new

directions in her life , to get to where she is now.As that saying goes, I want to be like Mike , the

book will have you saying,I want to be like her , in striving for that brass ring in life.I most certainly

want to..I highly recommend this book to anyone, who it trying to find a purpose in life & self worth.

Such an excellent book Cheryl told a powerful story that will inspire many women to leave a legacy!

This is a great "from the heart autobiography" on how people can make choices that affect their

lives in so many ways. A straight and narrow life path is not for everyone, but keeping on the path is

what Cheryl Jacob exemplifies & demonstrates in this book as she has succeeded in so many areas

of life. Inspiring!

I grew up with Cheryl so I was super excited to read her book. Love it!!
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